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DON'T ROB YOUR TRANSACTION OF
VALUE SERIES
Clear state and local tax issues
before you find a buyer
SALT CLEAN UP
Business transactions often trigger complex tax considerations for
state and local taxes (SALT), such as income and franchise taxes,
sales and use taxes, property taxes, and more. These SALT-related
issues have the potential to cut into the purchase price in ways that
can come as a shock to unprepared sellers. Motivated sellers that
complete SALT-related sell-side due diligence before identifying a
buyer can clear potential issues and leverage tax opportunities,
justifying a higher sales price.

THE EVIDENCE IS IN

Three recent cases show the damage unresolved SALT issues can
have on the value of a transaction.
Carelessness related to SALT cost shareholders at a national
service company $8 million in value, 15% of the original
purchase price.
A technology company operating in 36 states used contractual
language to pass SALT payment responsibility to customers.
Buyer flagged nexus issues and the deal was derailed until seller
escrowed an additional $8 million of a $35 million purchase
price. New owner is using all escrow funds to pay back taxes
rather than negotiating reductions with taxing authorities and
returning unused funds to seller.
Funds put in escrow nine years ago by a seller for outstanding
sales tax disputes have yet to be released to the buyer, a global
database supplier.

WHAT TO DO NOW
Analyze SALT positions and reduce exposure in income, sales and
use, property, unclaimed property, and payroll taxes
Perform a nexus review to determine tax obligations and risk
based on multistate activity
Leverage tax opportunities, such as tax credits, net operating
carryforwards, and other opportunities that could increase your
valuation
Manage potential tax consequences that could lead the seller to
ask for more money
Gather supporting documents in anticipation of buyer questions
that may alleviate buy-side concerns
Positive, documented facts around the proactive treatment of SALT
issues prior to a sale could significantly boost your seller’s sales
price and pave the way for a smooth transaction.
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DON'T ROB YOUR TRANSACTION OF
VALUE SERIES:
Save more now, set a higher
price later with tax savings
RESCUE STRATEGIES
Operating and exiting without tax savings strategies can cost your
business a bundle. We've been in the business long enough to see
what can go wrong, and almost all is avoidable with advance
planning. Take a look at risks and rewards here and give a call if you
want to give your business value a boost.

THE EVIDENCE IS IN
What goes wrong
Under claiming Research & Development (R&D) credits and
leaving money on the table
No credits claimed in current loss years or credit
carryforwards adding value to financial statements
No established R&D and Net Operating Loss (NOL) base for
future owners
Time surveys and questionnaires unduly tying up developers
Ownership and NOL limitations triggered at acquisition
Too many years pass to reconstruct past activities, establish the
R&D base and justify a credit

And horribly wrong ...
Using the wrong calculation (alternate simplified credit) rather
than fixed-base percentage) recently cost an international
company $1.5 million in credits. Once elected, credit
computational methods cannot be changed for that year. The
company is going after the filer, a Big Four firm, to get a private
letter ruling from the IRS--both costly and never a sure thing.

YOU CAN'T WING EFFECTIVE TAX STRATEGIES
Experience, a detailed approach, and knowledge are necessary
ingredients to maximizing credits and reducing risk
Increase R&D credits with best practices that include a
streamlined R&D interview process and, if applicable, statistical
sampling that captures 100% of wages for eligible developers
Easy retrieval, electronic documentation, indexed and auditready so you are always prepared
We compete with, and are called in to clean up after, Big Four
firms who typically charge more for less. Our all-in pricing model
eliminates surprise invoices and our overhead is low.
Read testimonials at TaxOps.com/minimization and call us direct
at 720.227.0070 to find out more about why tax saving strategies
from TaxOps make sense for your company.
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DON'T ROB YOUR TRANSACTION OF
VALUE SERIES:
Accurately account for company
activities before finding a buyer
RESCUE STRATEGIES
Businesses planning to go public, and often those with equity- and
debt-backers, must account for income taxes and provisions (ASC
740) that can impact transaction value. While it isn't sexy, mistakes
here can be costly to the bottom line, shareholder trust, job security
and business reputation. Whether growing the value of a business or
planning an exit strategy, accurately measuring the tax consequences
of complex transactions is your best offense against errors and
omissions that can lead to financial misstatements.

UNDERLYING POSITIONS IMPACT
FINANCIALS

What it means

Underlying positions are reflected in the balance sheet, profit
and loss statements and financial statement footnotes, which
constitute the ASC 740 report
When provisions are inaccurate, misstatements can occur
ASC 740 is so complicated it is hard to know where to look for
errors and omissions

Where it commonly goes wrong
Valuation allowances
Naked credits
Tax expenses
Business combinations and transaction costs
Contingency payments and compensation
State and local tax differences

PRESERVE TRANSACTION VALUE
Analyze the tax and financial impact of ongoing and proposed
activities to time investments, transfers and business combinations
right
Fine tune processes that lead to accurate financial statements and
standardize review by independent specialists
Staff up or outsource to gain the experience and knowledge
necessary to account for complex transactions
Use non-audit specialists to remove perceived conflict of interest
Work with experience. Few people do provisions, and even fewer do
them well. It takes years of practice to understand provisions work.
Our team members average 10+ years of ASC 740 experience alone.
Tax is all we do. We compete head-to-head with the Big Four.
We work with who you know. A number of companies in the Vista
Equity portfolio made the move to TaxOps. Referrals available.
Contact Partner Rachel Sawyer at 720.227.0068 for a consultation.
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